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also occur in the forensic efforts of barristers and
in the work of- solicitors and their clerks (2). But
mistakes in the course of healthcare services tend
to affect people most intimately in their lives, their
bodies and their psychological weU·being.

Negligence actions are not trials of morality.
Judges (and where they survive, juries) do not sit
to evaluate moral blame. Inevitably, the concept
of fault will sometimes pose moral questions: such
as what ought to have been done or not done. But
because mistakes are inevitable, and made the more
so by the complexities of modem medical and tech·
nological developments, the practical issue usually
becomes this: Who is to bear the costs of the mis
takes? Are they to fall on the patient who has
entered the healthcare system in the expectation of
the highest standards? Or are they to fall on the
community through a system of no-fault compen~
sation or, for want of anything better-.- through
the payment of an invalid pension or other social
security benefit? Or is the cost of the mistake to
be spread amongst other patients who, like the
unfortunate victim, have entered the healthcare
system full of optimism and confidence?

Most medical practitioners and healthcare
workers are, directly or indirectly, covered for their
negligence by policies of insurance. Medical prac
titioners are usually provided with the very best of
defence by a system of mutual insurance. So the
burden does not fall (for the most part) on the
practitioner himself or herself. It falls upon an
insurance fund. It is true that the medical prac
titioner pays premiums to establish and maintain
that fund. As the fund is depleted by claims which
are paid, the premiums must increase to replenish
it. But it is not usually the practitioner himself or
herself, ultimately, who foots this bill. It is the
consumer. Inevitably. the bill is passed on to the
consumer in the form of medical fees. In this way,
the patients themselves contribute. indirectly, to a
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~~TiII malpractice "explosiln"

:'1~ is nearly a decade since I delivered the Arthur
,Mills Oration for the Royal Australasian College

of physicians in Adelaide. It was a great occasion.
;-Evervone was dressed in their ceremonial robes.
:;;Newiy inaugur,ated as Chancellor of Macquarie

University in Sydney, I came along in gold and
black brocade.

However, my words were not golden to the col~

'Jected audience, The topic assigned to me was
='Negligence and the Physician" (1). I traced the

-so-called "malpractice. explosion" in the United
States. I explored the causes. I suggested the rea~

sons why Australia had not, to that time, faced a
challenge of the same magnitude. But I then
reached the critical point in my address, I referred
to the necessity to look on malpractice suits, in
part at least, for the task of loss distrihution which
they perform. There are alt~i;.... : . ,: .:"',,j~'l.' :,g such
loss distribution, as I shall mention. But many,
if not most, claims against medical practitioners,
hospitals and other healthcare workers for negli
gence are brought by patients who have suffered
damage and loss in the course of healthcare treat
ment. In Australia, if the law cannot provide re
dress for them, they are cast on their own re
sources, the resources of their families or friends
or the social security system. In many cases a mis
take has occurred. The question then is whether
that mistake, judged by standards of reasonable
care, was negligent. Only if it is, will the patient
reCOver damages,

Mistakes are bound to happen in any activity of
human life. They certainly occur in the law. In fact,
as an appellate judge. my own life is dedicated to
correcting mistakes where these are shown to have
OCcurred in the judgment under appeal. Mistakes
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Litigation in Australasia

the definition of negligence as it affects other tort
feasors, such as the occupiers of land or careless
employers (5). The increasingly stringent standards'
laid down by the courts in Australia reflect com
munity expectations. But they also reflect the re~

ality that behind many of the persons who are in a
position to cause harm to others. or make mistakes
which occasion great losses to others. there fre
quently stand insurance companies whose business
it is t~ spread and share the risks. This is the reality,
and the beneficial reality, of the operation of the
law of negligence in modern Australian society. It
is imp~rtant, when tackling the so-called medical
malpractice explosion, to keep this reality steadily
in mind.

There are. of course, frauds, cheats and manipu
lators of the damages system. They need to ·be
identified and weeded out. But. for the most part.
claimants are people who have suffered harm of
one kind or other. In earlier times, they might
simply have accepted their losses out of a sense
of resignation, an appreciation that mistakes are
bound to happen, or a respect for the healthcare
workers whom they knew on a personal basis or a
feeling of inability to take on a. powerful pro
fession, notoriously well organised to rebuffclaims.
All of this is changing in Australia. And the point
1 want to make is that the changes are not all bad.

The increase in medical malpractice cases is not
self-evidently an evil to be stopped or diminished.
The provision of a form of mutual insurance, in
directly procured through the healthcare provider
for all patients, is a sensible means of spreading
the risks of the inevitable mistakes that will occur.
Most patients confronted with the problem ex
pressed in this way would happily make that contri
bution to healthcare fees which is attributable t6
insurance, rather than face the awful prospect that.
if things go wrong for them, they are on their own.

I made all of these points in Adelaide. There
was an almost stoney silence after my address.
Yet there must be a streak of narcissism in the
professions of health providers. From time to time
I have been invited to return to make the same point
at medico-legal meetings and like occasions.

I was even invited in 1985 to launch a book which
marked the centenary of the Medical Defence
Union. The book "Mishap or Malpractice" by C1if~

ford Hawkins examined the "growth industry" in
medical malpractice litigation in the United States.
It gave voice to the fear that a similar development
would occur in Britain and Australia. Once again. 1
ventured the opinion that there was a place for medi
cal malpractice actions and that many healthcare
providers fully understood this. I said (6):

"This book, with its vivid photograph of the
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"There seems little point in denying that the
advent of compulsory third party motor vehicle
insurance has profoundly affected the approach
of the courts to the content which has been given
over the past fifty years to the tort of negligence
and to the expectations of care on the part of
drivers of motor vehicles and others. For ex
ample. were drivers or owners of motor vehicles
not universally insured, there would be little
doubt that a much more rigorous approach
would have been taken by the courts to the
standard of care by which the conduct of motor
ists in particular circumstances was judged. The
law might say that the existence of insurance is
irrelevant. So it is as a matter of strict logic. The
insurer merely indemnifies the insured for the
legal wrong established on the part of the in
sured. But cart there be any serious doubt that
the existence of compulsory statutory insurance
for motor vehicle owners and drivers has affect
ed the definition and statement of a standard of
ca:e which the courts have impo§ed upon
dnvers? 1 think not."

In an earlier decision I made the same point in
relation to the shift, over the past fifty years, in

d which is there if they can establish liability
r~nen things go wrong. This is w~at)udges and
~h who write the books on tort lIabIlIty call loss
thoSC . .
distributiOn. . . . .

ihe principles of CIVIl recovery ar.e qmte dIfferent
from those which. g~v~rn prof7ssI01~al ~tandards
and professional d~sclplme. TheIr o~Je~t IS usua.lly

provide financial redress. But It IS also, m
~~rectIY. to stimulate refonn and change, the adop
tion of higher standards and the promotion of
vigilance and excellence of care. ThIS second pur
pose is only part.ly effective in a world of gen~ral,
if not universal, msurance. If the motor car dnver
had actually to fork into his or her pocket to pay
for the losses occasioned by negligent driving, I
imagine that there might be a marginal increase in
care on the part of that driver. But the risk of loss
10 ordinary citizens is so great that the scheme of
compulsory insurance of motor vehicles, in the case
of personal injury occasioned by negligent driving,
has been introduced by Parliament (3). There is
now a proposal to introduce similar compulsion to
cover motor vehicle property damage insurance.
That idea is much to be applauded.

The impact of schemes of compulsory, statutory
insurance upon our very notions of what is negli
gence was referred to by me in a judgment of the
Court of Appeal delivered last week (4). In words
which are not irrelevant to the context of medical
negligence, 1 said:'Ji
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collection of odds and ends left inside surgical
patients shows (if proof were necessary) that
mistakes do happen. The miscellaneous array of
instruments and other objects ... is truly remark
able. It rivals tne objects left in the Sydney Opera
House which, a recent report suggested, included
a pair of false teeth and two pork chops! .. , If
doctors could only look on malpractice as law
yers do, it would seem less unattractive. To the
doctor, it is a public denunciation of his pro
fessional efforts. To the lawyer it is generally
nothing more than a means of spreading the risk
and ensuring that people who suffer get adequate
compensation.... If it is seen as a means of
spreading the risk amongst all patients lest, by
the grace of God, they might have been the
victim of momentary carelessness, the malprac
tice ogre becomes a perfectlY useful instrument
of loss distribution."

The panic headline of this congress ("Avoid the
Litigation Nightmare") and the promise to reveal
"All you need to know about medical negligence"
exhibits a similar sense of urgency and even alann.
Whilst that is an understandable technique to at
tract paying participants, "I conceive my function
to be that of repeating my theme. It Challenges the
assumption that an increase in medical malpractice
in Australia would be a wholly bad thing and that
we must struggle, at all costs, to avoid the horrors
of the American "nightmare". \\!hilst there is much
that has occurred in the United States (and Cana
da) that we should learn from, a complacent belief
that the "good old days" were better and that
the North Americans have nothing to offer us in
Australia simply does not bear close scrutiny.

Changing IIl1g,tlon in , changIng socIety

General statements condemning particular court
decisions in negligence cases or portraying the ogre
of medical negligence as a real threat in the Austra
lian context provide a less satisfactory basis for
developing a rational approach to the problem
presented to society by healthcare negligence than
an empirical examination of the actual figures and
a scrutiny of the operation of litigation as a tool
for just loss distribution and as a stimulus for
improved healthcare services.

A useful comparative examination of the so
called "medical malpractice crisis" was recently
published in Law and Contemporar.v Problems,
originating in North Carolina. The authors, Pro
fessor Dewees and his colleagues, set out to exam
ine Canadian malpractice experience in the past
decade aI)d to compare its trends with those in the
United States, the United Kingdom and Australia

192

(7). This comparative approach allowed tlJe
authors to suggest factors which have differentially
contributed to the growth of claims frequency and
severity in the countries involved. As a result of
their study the authors came to the conclusion that
some popular conceptions about medical malprac
tice needed to be rejected. They looked at the prob
lem in the context of changes in the professional
environment, in the social environment and in the
legal environment. Whilst there had been much
study of the suggested problems in the legal en
vironment, those in the healthcare professional
community and in society had attracted insufficient
attention.

The authors found that, from the period of mini
mal malpractice litigation in the 1940s and 1950s
(the so-called "good old days"), claims began 10
rise in the 19605. They increased significantly, in
deed by a factor of 3, between 1971 and 1990.
There was a compound annual growth rate in Can
ada of nearly 5% but even then, in absolute terms,
the average frequency of claims filed against medi
cal practitioners in the United States was about
five times greater than in Canada. Interestingly,
the United States r,te began to fall sharply in 1988.
The absolute level of average payments in Canada
amounted to about two-thirds of those in the
United States during the 1980s. The United King
dom data on the frequency and severity of mal
practice claims reflected increases comparable to
those experienced in Canada. Indeed, on a popula
tion basis, the United Kingdom frequency rates
appeared to be significantly higher than Canadian
rates. So far as the Australian medical malpractice
experience was concerned, it was reported that the
number of incidents notified to the main medical
defence unions had actually doubled between 1984
and 1986 (8).

Necessarily, insurance premiums rose to meet
this increase in claims. In the United States there
was an annual rate of increase of more than 20%
in nominal terms between 1976 and 1987. Adjusted
for inflation, the real growth rate was closer to 7%
and this was below the Canadian growth rate in
insurance premiums. Over the decade 1978 to 1988,
the United Kingdom subscription rates increased
by almost 40% a year in nominal terms. In sum
mary, then, the experience in Canada, the United
States, Britain and Australia was that of consider
able growth in the frequency and severity of mal
practice claims in the 1970s and 1980s. Both factors
have grown in spurts. But the long-term average
was reported at in excess of 6% a year.

The authors identify five trends which they sug
gest have affected the frequency and severity of
malpractice claims in the healthcare professional
environment. The first of these is increases or shifts
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Another factor of relevance in tbe professional
nvironment was found to be the quality of

healthcare professionals and t?eir in~ti~utions.Dif
ferences exist because of medIcal trammg, age, ex-

rieoee and even the location of the practice.
~i1st high quality should lead to fewer adverse
01.ltcomes, specialization and ~igh quality pro
vision may attract the most difficult cases. The
research has found that foreign~trai.~edphysici~ns
experience a modestly greater lIkelihood of bemg
sued in Canada than domestically trained and that
their losses are somewhat greater. But they failed
to find any association between frequency of claims
and the age of the physician.

iThe third variable in the professional environM
ment was the mode of practice and the degree of
specialization. The research in Canada found that
the "conspiracy of silence" which often, in the past,
led physicians to refuse to testify for malpractice
plaintiffs concerning the appropriateness of the de
fendant's conduct had been substantially eroded in
recent decades. This had greatly increased the abil
ity of plaintiffs to pursue meritorious cases. FurM
thennore, nurses are now much more willing than
in the past to testify as to events which take place
in hospitals affecting other healthcare workers.

The fourth feature of the professional environ
ment was recorded as the complexity of medical
procedures. The rapid advance of teChnological
innovation may have reduced health risks for
society at large. But the possibility of error by
momentary acts of inadvertence has sharply in M

creased the risk of a negligence action. For ex
~mple. before the invention of dialysis machines
patients frequently died from kidney failure. Now,
their risk of death is sharply reduced. But error of
initial diagnosis and inadvertence in the appli·
cation of the new technology may increase the risk
of litigation. Furthermore, there is an increased
variety of tests _and treatments. According to the
Canadian survey, most cases of malpractice arose

'not ~rom general incompetence of the healthcare
prOVider but from a momentary lapse by a wholly
Competent practitioner (9).

.The fifth consideration was professional disci
plme. The research has found precious little data
o~ the interface between the tort system and disciM
phnary action. But discipline for negligence or inM
competence is comparatively rare in Canada, as
here, It would certainly not be safe to rely on the
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discipline system alone to reinforce standards of
care. Damages, even if not ultimately coming out
of the doctor's own purse, have some effect in that
direction. It must be conceded, however. that it is
not a very cost effective or efficient system to
achieve this goal, given the high concentration of
the trial on the predicament of the plaintiff. It
cannot stand alone·(lO).

The authors of the Canadian survey turn to the
features in the social environment which have given
an impetus to medical malpractice suits. Most of
these features which exist in Canada also exist in
Australia. The first is the increase in the general
propensity to litigate. Whitst contingency fees and
other cost stimuli which exist in the United States
do not exist in Australia, Canada or Britain, legal
aid and specialized practitioners willing to post
pone fees have encouraged plaintiffs to trial who
otherwise might not have taken on the Medical
Defence Union. Higher standards of education and
expectation in the community reinforce these devel
opments. Changing attitudes _to the medical pro~

fession and towards pursuing healthcare workers
where things go wrong are also cited as relevant
factors. The familiarity ofmost people with a plain~

tiff who has recovered workers' compensation or
motor vehicle damages has spread in the coroM
munity a greater familiarity with courts and their
rOle in loss distribution.

Finally, the authors examined the legal environM
ment. This included a scrutiny of the liability rules.
Specific attention was given to the necessity for
informed consent. In Canada a stringent rule was
laid down in Reibl v Hughes (II). In Auslralia, an
even more stringent test has been adopted in this
respect. It is not whether a hypothetical "reasonM
able" patient or even a hybrid "reasonable patient
in a position of the particular patient" would have
accepted or rejected the treatment if fully and prop
erly informed of the risks involved in it. The ques
tion to be asked in Australia is whether the particu
lar patient in question,fully informed, would have
accepted the risks (12). Perhaps in the past there
was just too much deference by the legal profession
- including the judiciary - to the practices of the
healthcare professional - especially medical prac
titioners (13).

Likewise the extension of vicarious liability in
hospitals and other healthcare institutions has prOM
vided a means to permit injured plaintiffs to bring
home liability to a defendant able to pay. The
extension ofvicarious liability was stretched in Ellis
l' Wallsend Districi Hospital (14) but the majority
there drew the line and declined to extend it to a
private hospital in the facts of that case, Special
leave to appeal from my Court's decision was re
fused by the High Court of Australia.
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Changes in legal costs were also seen as a factor
in the Canadian debate. The growth of the number
of leoal practitioners specializing in malpractice
suits ~ould offer litigation at cheaper rates. Contin
gency fees ~nd p.ostponement of ~ees have also be~n
considerations In North America. In AustralIa.
without contingent fees. many plaintiffs are still at
a disadvantage in taking on litigation against a
healthcare provider. The latter is usually well and
expertly advised and indemnified by a mutual in
surer which fights the cases with greater vigour
than moSt.

One of the most interesting discoveries of the
Canadian survey related to defensive medicine. It
is often said that a negative consequence of a
growth in malpractice litigation is that it forces
healthcare providers into defensive medicine
against the possibility that they may otherwise be
sued for negligence. This assertion appears to·have
some truth to it. Doubtless, the consideration plays
some part in healthcare decisions in Australia
today.

However. the Canadian investigators reported
a 1984 AMA survey which asked United States
physicians to report changes in their practice pat
terns in response to the threat of civil liability.
Forty-one percent reported ordering extra tests;
36% spending more time with patients; 57% keep
ing more detailed records: 45% referred more cases
to specialists. The authors commented (15):

"While all these responses may be termed defens
ive medicine. they do not necessarily fail to bene
fit patients as is often implied; indeed they may
often be beneficial to patients. Some activities
may actually reduce the patient's exposure to an
iatrogenic injury. such as procedures that clarify
more precisely the patient's illness and appropri
ate courses of treatment, such as those associated
with laboratory tests and diagnostic radiology.
Defensive medicine. defined more narrowly
however, might be taken to refer only to pro
cedures induced by the threat of liability which
have little or no therapeutic value. No studies
to date of defensive medicine have attempted to
segregate out such procedures. In our study, we
examined increases in radiological services and
laboratory tests. but do not attempt to quantify
the purely defensive elements in these pro
cedures. To test whether these procedures were
important in explaining the trends in malpractice
liability. we included the total cost of these pro
cedures per physician; adjusted for increases in
fee-benefit schedule in each of the regression
equations. The coefficient of this cost variable

fails to reduce the frequency of claims filed,
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the proportion of claims to succeed and the aver
age magnitude of an award."

In other words. the authors found no evidence that
. defensive medicine. narrowly defined. significantly
affected liability in malpractice litigation. Some of
the consequences of the "malpractice explosion"
certainly appear to be to the benefit of patients.
Another benefit may be the lessons that have been
learned in the need for greater care. patience and
accuracy in communicating with patients. Many
patients have asserted that their resort to a mal
practice suit arose because it was only through the
progesses of litigation that they could secure a real
explanation from the healthcare provider of what
actually occurred and what went wrong (16).

Avenues of reform

The purpose of this paper has been to redress the
suggestion that we in Australia. including in the
courts, should fight off the increase in healthcare
malpractice litigation which has occurred in North
America. In my view. a more discriminating re
sponse should be adopted. It should take as its
guideposts the encouragement of the system of law
and practice which promotes the most just and
efficient procedure for loss distribution for patients
who suffer as a consequence of healthcare mistakes
and which stimulates constantly improving stan~

dards for the healthcare professional. These are
objectives which are to the benefit of that pro
fession and also to the benefit of the patients and
community.

In the United States. the Bush Administration,
under the pressure of the AMA, professional or
ganizations and insurers, sought to impose a
$250000 cap on non-economic damages for pain
and suffering in such suits. It has endeavoured to
do this by limiting the provision of Federal funds
to physicians and hospitals in States of the United
States of America which fail to enact the Federal
reforms (17). This has led to Widespread criticism.
stimulated by the evidence of a drop in successful
malpractice claims against medical practitioners
since 1985. Furthennore. since that time. jury
awards have been growing at a much slower pace
in the United States. It is often forgotten that the
need for malpractice litigation in the United States
may be greater than in countries such as Australia,
England and even Canada. The existence of Na
tional Health Schemes in the latter countries obvi
ates, to some extent, the urgency of litigating for
healthcare mistakes in the United States. simply
because, for the healthcare consequences. there is
often no other fund to which the injured plaintiff
can look.
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he other re~orms w.hich have b7e~ adopted for
'nhcare accidents ITIvolve vanatIOns on the

eofnO fault. The New Zealand Accident Com
F:"'~tiOn Act 1972 ori~nally made nq r~ference to
~dical misadventure". That t~nnwas mtroduced

. :"~l'··· the Act by an amendment In 1974. It has beenmq ., (18) Th . ."-"ticised as too restnctIve . e Increase m'

.:~nefits has not kept pace with inflation. On the
:-6tbet hand, neither the victim n~r the healthcare

j!J:'.:'rovider has to face an.adversanal ~ourt process
r~c:.:~nd the search for forensIc expert medIcal. wlto::sses
~:t:bJmrnediately caI~ed off. The cost ~ac~or In dehver
f~X--l~g redress is ObVIOusly red~ced slgn~fi~antly. The
:N{_i'f~~ of the scheme was to give the VICtIms, ra.ther

;,0; :than the lawyers, the benefit of the costs. Needless
'.td.say, the proposal for a similar scheme in Austra

}Jialn 1975 met with res.olute opposition from the
'\t\1Jstralian legal professIOn.
,;~.'<]n Sweden, a no·fault compensation scheme

n.:·_~own as the Patient Insurance·Scheme was intro
.~: dpced in 1974. It is not statutory but voluntary,

being organized by local authorities which have
_~Ccepted liability for certain types of injuries sus
lained in connection with health and medical care.
Insurance is arranged through private insurers at
~fcost of approximately $3 per person per annum.
A ci.vil right of action exists but is now much less
frequently used (19).

-No fault schemes have also been introduced in
a number of the States of the United States. In

'a-sense, the proposed fund for compensating the
patients of hospitals who received HIV through
blood transfusion in the early 1980s in Australia
~n be seen as a form of no-fault scheme, although
1t can also be criticised, as discriminatory, on other
grounds.

Cillclusions

I have now reached my conclusion. The factors for
the era of change in Australia are largely, I believe,
those identified by the Canadian investigation.
They apply as much in this country as they do in
Canada. The trend towards greater malpractice
litigation must be understood by reference to those
factors. Often, litigation represents the only effec
tive means that the patient who has suffered has
to redress the wrong and to secure the distribution
of his or her loss through the larger healthcare
system.

Litigation in Australasia

in the New England Joumal ofMedicine. The study
found that only about 1 in 8 patients injured by
medical negligence filed a malpractice claim. Only
about I in 16 of these received compensation from
a court or through settlement. The majority of
law suits were brought by patients whose records
carried no evidence or complaint of negligence.
Whilst the health professions may draw from this
an inference of false claims, the better inference
will often be a lack of communication and trust in
the relationship such"as would allow or encourage
complaint or expression of concern. One possible
explanation for the decline of claims in the United
States has been the effectiveness of risk prevention
programs developed by healthcare providers and
stimulated by physician-owned insurance compan
ies (20).

It is inevitable that lawyers and health providers
will look at this issue from differing perspectives.
deriving from their different social functions. The
value of a conference such as this is that it should
help participants to understand better the perspec
tive of others. It should throw new light on the
diamond which will reveal its different facets. The
diamond is the common gaol of the legal and
healthcare professions: to serve the community ac
cording to high standards. We must live together.
And we should not yearn for a return of the good
old days. They were often days ofwrongs unredres·
sed. Instead, we should respond in a modern and
effective manner to the problems and challenges of
today.
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